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NOvA Cross Section Priorities
(note: these are some quick initial thoughts, 

and I am not officially representing NOvA here)
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and pion production processes, two areas we discuss next.
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Figure 50.1: Measurements of νµ and νµ CC inclusive scattering cross sections
(per nucleon) divided by neutrino energy as a function of neutrino energy. Note the
transition between logarithmic and linear scales occurring at 100 GeV. Neutrino
cross sections are typically twice as large as their corresponding antineutrino
counterparts, although this difference can be larger at lower energies. NC cross
sections (not shown) are generally smaller but non-negligible compared to the CC
scattering case.

50.2. Quasi-elastic scattering

Quasi-elastic (QE) scattering is the dominant neutrino interaction for neutrino energies
less than ∼ 1 GeV and represents a large fraction of the signal samples in many neutrino
oscillation experiments. Historically, neutrino (antineutrino) quasi-elastic scattering refers
to the process, νµ n → µ− p (νµ p → µ+ n), where a charged lepton and single nucleon
are ejected in the elastic interaction of a neutrino (or antineutrino) with a nucleon in
the target material. This is the final state one would strictly observe, for example, in
scattering off of a free nucleon target. Fig. 50.2 displays the current status of existing
measurements of νµ and νµ QE scattering cross sections as a function of neutrino
energy. In this plot, and all others in this review, the prediction from a representative
neutrino event generator (NUANCE) [46] provides a theoretical comparator. Other
generators and more sophisticated calculations exist which can yield significantly different
predictions [47]. Note that modern experiments have recently opted to report QE
cross sections as a function of final state muon or proton kinematics [17,18,48]. Such
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• Even with a “narrow band beam”, NOvA is still sensitive to many different nu+A 
interaction channels.  There is also a long high-energy tail.

• Selected events dominated by the Resonance and QE-like interactions, with small 
contributions from DIS.

• Note: the oscillation analyses rely on MC to relate observed calorimetric energy to 
the “true” hadronic energy.  Getting the relative rates of pion production vs. 
nucleons knocked-out is important.

~oscillation max
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Needs for the NOvA analyses
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• For all of our analyses, it is equally as important to have both good models and 
good uncertainties on the models.

• GENIE is our primary event generator.  The fastest way for “NOvA to use model X” 
is for it to be implemented in GENIE.  We are working on methods to implement 
other generators, but even if we do get that working, I don’t see anything replacing 
GENIE for our official analyses.

• Specifically:
• We benefit most from having better MEC and Resonance models
• Although significant progress has been made on the MEC front, more needs to 

be done.
• IMO, we need to focus a great deal more on Resonance: relative rates of 

each resonance and final state particle kinematics.
• Selection efficiency depends on event topology.  We need “knobs” (guidance) on 

how to vary the final state particle kinematics for all interaction modes.
• For the xsec analyses, we always appreciate guidance on what “interesting” 

measurements we can make.  
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Other concerns
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• σ(νe)/σ(νμ) ratios + uncertainties
• σ(ν-bar)/σ(ν) ratios + uncertainties
• A-dependence of FSI: NOvA detectors are 67% carbon, 16% chlorine, 10% 

hydrogen, and few percent titanium, few percent oxygen.
• DIS uncertainties in GENIE are unreliable… not sure if this can even be fixed?
• Neutrons, neutrons, neutrons…


